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ABSTRACT: Machine learning (ML) plays a growing role in the
design and discovery of chemicals, aiming to reduce the need to
perform expensive experiments and simulations. ML for such
applications is promising but difficult, as models must generalize to
vast chemical spaces from small training sets and must have reliable
uncertainty quantification metrics to identify and prioritize
unexplored regions. Ab initio computational chemistry and
chemical intuition alike often take advantage of differences
between chemical conditions, rather than their absolute structure
or state, to generate more reliable results. We have developed an
analogous comparison-based approach for ML regression, called
pairwise difference regression (PADRE), which is applicable to
arbitrary underlying learning models and operates on pairs of input
data points. During training, the model learns to predict differences between all possible pairs of input points. During prediction, the
test points are paired with all training set points, giving rise to a set of predictions that can be treated as a distribution of which the
mean is treated as a final prediction and the dispersion is treated as an uncertainty measure. Pairwise difference regression was shown
to reliably improve the performance of the random forest algorithm across five chemical ML tasks. Additionally, the pair-derived
dispersion is both well correlated with model error and performs well in active learning. We also show that this method is
competitive with state-of-the-art neural network techniques. Thus, pairwise difference regression is a promising tool for candidate
selection algorithms used in chemical discovery.

■ INTRODUCTION

Machine learning (ML)-driven optimization algorithms are of
growing interest in the design and discovery of materials,
largely due to the relatively low cost of ML model evaluation
compared to theoretical calculations or physical experi-
ments.1−8 Two main problems confront this application of
ML: (1) building a model that can generalize well to a vast
chemical search space from a comparatively small set of
observations and (2) identifying regions of chemical space
where model uncertainty is high and thus more data is needed.
To illustrate the first problem, consider that the well-known
density functional theory (DFT) database QM-99 contains
data on roughly 105 molecules but is still 106 times smaller
than the set of possible druglike molecules (GDB-17)10 from
which its constituents were drawn. Far less data is typically
available for more specialized chemical applications, despite
problem spaces being similarly large. The second problem is
usually solved using an uncertainty quantification (UQ) metric
defined for model predictions. Many but not all ML model
types natively support UQ [e.g., Gaussian processes and
random forests (RFs)], and developing new UQ metrics is an

area of active research.11−14 Popular approaches to uncertainty
quantification include model ensemble disagreement15,16 and
distance from the observed training points as measured by the
model, for example, the kernel within a Gaussian process,17 the
RF distance function,18,19 and the recently developed neural
network (NN) latent space distance method.11

It is common practice for computational chemists to take
the difference of estimates with highly correlated errors in
order to take advantage of the cancellation of these errors. This
is possible because a given level of chemical theory introduces
assumptions about chemical systems which can affect
simulations of different systems in similar ways. Taking the
difference of a quantity between calculations at the same level
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of theory partially cancels out this bias, which can lead to more
accurate predictions. This principle was outlined in a classic
work20 which formulates counterpoise corrections for
determining interaction energies in chemical systems. Similar
principles are used to isolate differential chemical effects in
complex reaction conditions. For example, ref 21 introduced
the notion of differential binding energy as a method of
studying the contributions of structural variations within a set
of ligands. In another example, ref 22 employed a difference
approach to calculate free energies for selective metallic
extraction by removing uncertainties related to solvation. In
some cases, such as in the separation process design (e.g., ref
23), the difference in chemical behavior is of primary interest,
and the absolute response magnitude is of secondary
importance. The stability of differential (delta) quantities has
led to their popularity for modeling applications, for example,
in the case of reaction enthalpies24 and bond dissociation
energies.25

A data science approach to molecular differences has also
been widely employed in drug discovery in the form of
matched molecular pair analysis (MMPA).26−28 In MMPA,
molecules that differ structurally only in one key substructure
are called a matched pair and represent a transformation from
one substructure to another. A regressor then learns how these
substructure transformations lead to changes in target
properties, thus deriving design rules for molecules. MMPA’s
success is often partially attributed to error cancellation similar
to that discussed above. In image processing, a pairwise
approach to data augmentation was developed in ref 29 to
improve classification by a deep NN. In this approach, the
average of two images is presented to the network. This
combination of images can be interpreted as a form of highly
correlated input noise which regularizes the network
prediction. Pairwise ML is an established technique in the
information retrieval literature wherein a model learns to rank
data items by relevance to a query.30 Pairwise analysis is also
established in the field of metric learning, where the goal is to
learn a distance function between data points.31,32 Two-legged
(or “Siamese”) NNs,33 a family of metric learning network
architectures originally developed for signature verification,34

have been used to measure the similarity between drug
candidates35 and to directly predict the biological activity of
molecules.36 A pairwise difference NN of a similar architecture
to Siamese networks was used in ref 37 to find drug candidates
with optimal properties. We contrast this method with ours in
the Discussion section.
Motivated by these successful examples, we explore whether

the same principles can be applied to a large set of data all
together to improve the performance of ML regression
algorithms by targeting the differences of chemical properties
between all possible pairs of molecules. Like bagging38 or
boosting,39,40 this approach is a meta-procedure that can be
applied to a base learner. It is not, however, an ensembling
procedure but rather a re-framing of the regression problem.
We find that this procedure leads to a natural non-parametric
uncertainty quantification metric when using the pairwise
model to make predictions on individual data points. We
investigated the performance of this method in five chemical
regression tasks and found that it consistently offers a
predictive advantage over standard regression. Further, we
find that the uncertainty metric is both well correlated with
model error and useful for uncertainty-driven candidate
selection (active learning).41 Moreover, we explicitly compare
our results against the recent methods developed in ref 1 and
find that it performs competitively on the same data.

■ METHODS

High-Level Description. Here, we explain our approach
for pairwise difference regression (PADRE). Suppose we
wanted to build an ML model that can learn to predict
theoretically calculated or experimentally measured properties
(henceforth, called “reference” properties) for a set of
molecules {A, B, C, D} and can generalize to predict the
same properties about a new, unknown molecule U. This
problem setup is illustrated in Figure 1a. The classical
regression approach to this problem is simply to train the
model to A through D and then predict on U. One
disadvantage of this approach is that the model will be forced
to learn about the systematic errors introduced by the
theoretical or experimental method as well as the underlying

Figure 1. Illustration of PADRE. For (b−d), quantities with hats · ̑ are estimates under the estimator f.̂ (a) Set of seen molecules (labeled {A, B, C,
...}) used for training a regressor to predict the properties of a single unseen molecule U. (b) Classical regression approach wherein a model is fit to
predict the reference targets yi from the feature vectors xi describing the molecules. (c) Construction of a pairwise training set from which a model
learns to predict differences in target values from pairs of feature vectors. (d) Process of pairing an unseen feature vector with all seen feature
vectors, giving a set of difference predictions under the model. This set is then converted by the addition of known quantities into a distribution of
target predictions for the unseen feature vector.
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“true” signal. Instead, consider that the model might learn to
predict differences in properties from the set of differences
between molecule descriptions {A−B, A−C, A−D, B−C, ...}.
For one, these differences may be more reflective of the
underlying chemical properties owing to cancellation of
systematic errors. Moreover, the set of differences manifestly
contains more samples than the original dataset. In this light,
the transformation to a set of difference could be viewed as a
data augmentation scheme. Such schemes often improve the
performance of models, particularly when applied to small
datasets.42

To enable ML of pairwise differences, we convert the
original n training points to n2 points formed from pairwise
information (visualized in Figure 1b,c). The model is able to
witness the features from two molecules simultaneously, with
the task of predicting the difference between their regression
targets.
The obvious question raised by this procedure is how to

recover prediction of the target property on a new molecule.
Our solution to this problem is visualized in Figure 1d.
Intuitively, a direct target prediction for a new molecule U may
be recovered by first predicting the difference between U and
any previously seen molecule M and then adding back in the
reference target for M from the training set. Because there are
many such known molecules in the training set, we can
conduct this prediction procedure for all known molecules M
and an unknown molecule U to form a distribution of
predictions for U. This distribution is a result of a simple
procedural algorithm rather than the explicit modeling of
probabilities. Nonetheless, we explore the notion that the
mean of this distribution forms a reasonable predictor and that
the standard deviation is related to the uncertainty of the ML
procedure.
Mathematical Formulation. We briefly review the

standard ML formalism for regression. Given a set of n
observations indexed by i of feature vectors xi ∈ Rm and the
associated target reference values yi ∈ R, a model f ̂ is trained to
predict yi from xi. The feature vectors can be stored as the rows
of a matrix X ∈ Rm×n such that the whole model can be written
as Rn ∋ y ̂ = f(̂X) with f ̂ evaluated rowwise.
In PADRE, this ML formalism is slightly augmented. First,

we convert a training dataset of n observations into a dataset of
n2 pairwise observations by promoting features and targets
from single-indexed quantities to double-indexed quantities.
To do this, let us introduce a pairwise index of tuples p

∈ { ∈ { } ∈ { }}p i j i n j n( , ), 1... , 1... (1)

such that pi denotes the first value of the index and pj denotes
the second value of the index. The pairwise features x ̃p should
depend on from both the features xpi and xpj. We build them
over the concatenation (denoted by the direct sum ⊕) of the
two feature sets, as well as the explicit differences between
these features

̃ = ⊕ ⊕ −x x x x x( )p p p p pi j i j (2)

Note that this is a particular choice of pairwise featurization
and that many definitions are possible, including the rather
extreme choice of the direct product which would square the
number of features. The PADRE feature matrix X̃ can be
written as
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with each single training point xi ∈ Rm.
The targets for pairwise difference regression ỹp are formed

as

̃ = Δ = −y y y yp ij p pi j (4)

or, in vector form,
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Then, a pairwise model f ̂ can be chosen as any learning
algorithm or architecture and fit using standard techniques to
approximate y ̃ = f(̃X̃). To form predictions on an individual
unknown data point xu, we form the empirical distribution of
predictions ŷu over the training data indexed by i

̂ ∼ Δ + = ̃ ̃ +̂y y y f yx( )u ui i u i i( , ) (6)

In other words, to predict ŷu for an unseen data point xu, we
pair xu with every point in the training set and use the regressor
to generate n predictions. This leads to a mean prediction,
compared to the training data, of

μ ̂ = [ ̂ ]ymeanu u (7)

∑= ̃ +̂
=N

y y
1

i

N

u i i
1

( , )
(8)

∑= Δ +̂
N

y y
1

i
ui i

(9)

and a standard deviation of predictions σ̂ u through the
equation

σ ̂ = [ ̂ ]yVaru u
1/2

(10)

which can be evaluated analogously using the distribution of
points examined during training. We note that while these
definitions of μ̂ and σ̂ are suggestive of a Gaussian distribution,
in this context, they are simply descriptive measures of the
location and scale of empirical distributions without heavy
tails. Figure S1 shows that the PADRE distributions defined in
eq 6 satisfy this condition for the experiments presented below.
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Implementation. Expressed in an array programming
language, PADRE can be implemented very compactly. The
pseudocode for the algorithm is available in the Supporting
Information. Our implementation is in numpy43 and follows
the pseudocode closely.
To compare the performance of pairwise and classical

regression, we conduct a series of experiments with a fixed
model architecture: an RF. We briefly review the RF regression
algorithm. Regression RFs grow an ensemble of independent
decision trees Ti, with i = 1, ..., ntrees. Each Ti is a regressor that
is fit by recursively splitting bootstrapped samples of the
training set into groups of higher purity; that is, the two
partitions created by each split have lower variance in their
target values than the pre-partition set. This is accomplished
with a recursive greedy algorithm that finds the optimal feature
value on which to split the data at each level of the tree. This
strategy is repeated recursively until a maximum tree depth or
a minimum number of samples within a partition is reached.
The final data partitions are called leaves, and the leaves
collectively partition the entire feature space into axis-
perpendicular regions which are associated with the average
value of the (bootstrapped) training data they contain. Each
tree Ti can now be considered a function that maps any
element of the feature space to these average values. The
overall RF prediction is then defined as the average over the
tree predictions, 1/ntrees ∑i=1

ntreesTi(x). For a more complete
overview, we recommend to refer to refs 44 and 45.
We chose to use RFs because they are consistently strong

learners on diverse tasks (ref 46 even claims that RFs are the
best classifiers, although this view is disputed47), are well
known to perform reasonably even when the number of
features exceeds the number of observations by orders of
magnitude,48 are relatively fast to fit,49 and are among the
models most robust to hyperparameter choices.50 A set of
experiments reported in the Supporting Information and
shown in Figures S2 and S3 indicates that default hyper-
parameters are among the best hyperparameter choices for the
tasks presented herein. Thus, RFs provide a suitable baseline
against which to examine the influence of choosing to use
pairwise difference regression over simple regression with all
else being equal. We use an RF with 50 estimators and default
hyperparameters implemented in scikit-learn.51 As an un-
certainty metric for our baseline RF, we use the standard
deviation over the tree ensemble predictions, a commonly used
uncertainty quantification approach.15,16,19,52,53

We avoided both NNs due to their relative sensitivity to
hyperparameters and Gaussian processes due to their
pronounced susceptibility to the curse of dimensionality.54

We also avoided linear models because under our current
featurization scheme, they would yield a non-informative UQ
metric that is independent from the testing set, which we show
in the Discussion section.

Datasets.We compared classical regression and PADRE on
five tasks from four datasets of metal−ligand complexes, of
which three are computational and one is experimental. The
first two datasets (“Fe-DFT” and “Fe-DFTB”) were generated
in-house and consist of binding energies (dE) of iron−ligand
complexes computed with DFT and density functional tight
binding (DFTB), respectively.55 The details of the generation
of these datasets are available in the Supporting Information,
and the datasets are available in the Supporting Information.
The third dataset (“redox”) is publicly available and contains
DFT-estimated octanol−water partition coefficient (log P) and
free energy of oxidation (ΔG) values for transition metal
complexes designed for redox flow batteries.1 The fourth
dataset (“lanthanide”) contains experimentally determined
binding affinities (log K = [ML]/[M][L]) for lanthanide−
ligand complexes56 obtained from PubChem.57 These datasets
are summarized in Table 1.
The redox and lanthanide datasets were featurized with the

schemes in their publications. The Fe-* datasets were
featurized using molecular fingerprints (FPs) of the ligands
generated with the cheminformatics package RDKit58 along
with the charge and spin of the metal center, the number of
coordinating atoms in the ligand, and the number of non-water
ligands in the complex. We concatenated three types of FPs:
RDKit topological FPs59 (FP size = 212), Morgan FPs60 (with
depth = 10), and atom pair FPs.61 With these settings, there
are an extremely large number of FP features. However, many
of them are redundant. As such, we detect groups of features
that are redundant with each other (100% correlated across all
items within a dataset) and remove all but one feature from
these groups, yielding the number indicated in Table 1. We
note that nfeatures is close in size to or even exceeds npoints in the
case of Fe-DFT and Fe-DFTB, respectively. While some
regressors would struggle in this case, RFs are well known to
perform reasonably even when the number of features exceeds
the number of observations by orders of magnitude.48

■ COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

PADRE Performance on Random Training Sets. For
each regression task, an initial search space of nsearch data items
was chosen at random, and the remaining ntest were held out
for testing. From the nsearch data items, a training set of size
ntrain = 50 was chosen at random. (The numerical values of
nsearch and ntest by task can be found in Table 1.) Both a simple
RF and a pairwise difference random forest (PADRE-RF) were
fit to the initial ntrain = 50 data points, and model performance
metrics were collected on the train, search, and test sets. Then,
kselect = 10 points were chosen from the search space at random
and added to the train set, and the processes of fitting, metric
collection, and selection from the search space were repeated
out to ntrain = 200. This experiment was repeated ncv = 100
times using Monte Carlo cross-validation (MC-CV), that is,

Table 1. Summary of Datasetsa

dataset target(s) feature type nfeatures npoints nsearch ntest source

Fe-DFT dE fingerprint 6029 1148 1000 145 this work
Fe-DFTB dE fingerprint 11656 12726 10000 2726 this work
redox log P, ΔG RAC-155 155 548 500 48 ref 1
lanthanide log K RDK 102 6577 5000 1577 ref 56

anfeatures indicates the number of descriptors used as ML inputs for each task. npoints indicates the total number of data items in each dataset. nsearch is
the number of data items available to the algorithm (called the search set) from which training sets of various sizes were drawn. ntest indicates the
number of held-out test data items not present in the search set.
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using different train/test split seeds to establish the mean and
standard error of the mean for performance.
To show the predictive advantage of PADRE-RF over RF

concisely and without units, we computed the ratios of each
predictor’s test set mean absolute error (MAE) for each task.
Figure 2 shows these ratios for each task as a function of

training set size ntrain. From this figure, we see that PADRE
consistently offers an advantage over RF because the value of
RF error/PADRE error is always positive. With respect to train
size, PADRE’s advantage is roughly constant for the Redox
tasks, decreases for the Fe-* tasks, and increases for the
lanthanide task. Over all of the evaluated tasks and train sizes,
the RF’s error is 1.1 times the magnitude of PADRE-RF’s
error. The taskwise averages of these ratios over ntrain are
shown in Table 2, from which we see that PADRE-RF offers an

advantage for all tasks, albeit a slim one for the redox log P
and redox ΔG tasks. In the case of the Fe-DFT task, the
improvement was larger than 30%. The raw MAE, RMSE, and
R2 values for each task are shown in Figures S3−S5.
Uncertainty Quantification Performance.We assess the

utility of the PADRE dispersion σ̂ (eq 10) as an uncertainty
metric using two methods: Spearman’s rank−rank correlation
coefficient ρ and confidence curves.

To illustrate the motivation for using Spearman’s ρ, consider
that an uncertainty metric is useful insofar as it can reliably
identify the unseen points on which the model is performing
relatively well and points on which it is doing relatively poorly.
In other words, a good uncertainty metric should reliably rank-
order unseen points in terms of the magnitude of their error.
This means that an uncertainty metric may not have a linear
relationship with error magnitude and yet be useful, for
example, to guide an active learning procedure. Figure 3a
shows σ̂ against |ŷpair − y|. Although points are not clustered
around a line of best fit, we see that points with the smallest
and largest σ̂ are among the points with the smallest and largest
absolute error values, respectively. This fact is made more clear
by Figure 3b, which shows the ranks of σ̂ against the ranks of |
ŷpair − y| (where the rank of a list element is simply the
element’s position in the sorted version of the list). The
ordinary Pearson correlation of these ranks defines Spearman’s
ρ, which are shown in Figure 3c. ρ ranges between 0.2 and
approximately 0.65 for all tasks in, indicating that σ̂ is a useful
proxy for error across all tasks examined. Comparisons with the
RF ensemble disagreement are shown in Figures S4 and S5. A
definition and further discussion of rank and Spearman’s ρ are
available in the Supporting Information.
Confidence curves also measure the ability of an uncertainty

metric to identify the most uncertain points in a dataset.
Rather than examining the rank order of points, the confidence
curve measures the aggregate effect of using the uncertainty
metric as a filter on predictions. They are constructed for a
dataset of size n by identifying the kdiscard < n points with the
highest uncertainty values, excluding these points, and then
measuring model error on the remaining n − kdiscard points.
Ideally, model error will decrease monotonically with
kdiscard,

62−64 indicating that the uncertainty metric can identify
on which points the model is performing well and which points
it is performing poorly.
Mathematically, let σ̂i be the set of uncertainty values for a

set of predictions ŷi over a test dataset with i = 1, ..., ntest. Re-
sort i such that σ̂i is sorted in decreasing order. The confidence
curve for the MAE is defined as

σ σ= [| ̂ − | | ̂ < ̂ ]c k y yE( ) kMAE discard discard (11)

Figure 4 shows the confidence curves for all five tasks. We
observe that cMAE has the desired monotonically decreasing
behavior for all tasks. For the lanthanide and redox ΔG tasks,
the error falls by more than half when discarding half the
points. In general, the confidence curves are consistent with
Figure 3C.
Figure 5 shows the confidence curves for ΔG and log P for

PADRE compared to those reported using an NN-based
approach in Janet et al.11 for the redox dataset, evaluated using
the same training set and search set, alongside the base RF
learner. The base RF performs worst in both tasks. For ΔG, the
NN model performs slightly better, but PADRE-RF performs
nearly as well and is at parity with the NN for kdiscard = 10 and
kdiscard = 20. In the log P task, the NN model has a lower base
error (kdiscard = 0) by a factor of approximately 2.5, but the
uncertainty quantification does not provide effective filtering
on the data; there, the PADRE-RF model meets and even
exceeds the performance of the NN method for about kdiscard ≥
10. Although the PADRE-RF’s overall error is larger, σ̂ is very
effective at determining which points have high error.

PADRE Performance in Active Learning. Active learning
is a common candidate selection algorithm in chemis-

Figure 2. Test set MAE ratio for RF/PADRE-RF by task and ntrain.
Ratios were computed within each MC-CV split. The solid lines
indicate the geometric mean of these ratios and error bands represent
bootstrap 68% confidence intervals.

Table 2. Model Performance on Test Set with Random
Train Setsa

task units RF MAE PADRE-RF MAE ratio

Fe-DFT kcal/mol 11.5 8.64 1.33
Fe-DFTB kcal/mol 12.4 11.7 1.06
redox ΔG eV 0.52 0.503 1.03
redox log P 1.44 × 10−3 1.40 × 10−3 1.03
lanthanide 2.13 2.0 1.10
overall 1.09

aResults shown are the test set MAE for each model, RF and PADRE-
RF, along with the ratio of MAE for RF to PADRE-RF, for each task.
MAE values are averaged over ncv = 100 splits and over ntrain = 50 to
ntrain = 200. Average is arithmetic for MAE and geometric for ratios.
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try15,16,65−68 and in the computer science ML literature18,41,52

in which the goal is to select the unlabeled points that, if
labeled and included in the training set, would lead to the
largest reduction of model error. This approach often relies on
an uncertainty metric that can identify the unseen points on
which the model performance is the poorest, which we saw was
true of the PADRE σ̂ (eq 10) in the previous section.
We performed active learning experiments in the same

fashion as those for random training sets of increasing size,
except that after the initial ntrain = 50 random points were
selected from the search set, the kselect = 10 were not chosen
randomly but instead were the 10 points for which the
uncertainty metric was the largest. The MAE for both RF and
PADRE-RF is shown in Figure 6 as a function of training set
size, alongside the analogous results for random training set
selection. We examine the performance on the search set
because this quantifies the model performance on a pool of
molecules that it is actively searching through, but note that
the test set performance (shown in Figure S3) is typically
similar. Overall, PADRE-RF significantly outperforms the base
RF for each task. In general, active learning outperforms
random learning as expected, although not by a large margin
on the DFT and DFTB datasets. However, this is not the case
for the lanthanide dataset, wherein active learning performed
worse than random learning.
This unexpected result on the lanthanide dataset required

further investigation, particularly given that the confidence
curve for the lanthanide dataset was well behaved (i.e., data
with high error was effectively flagged by σ̂). To examine this

more carefully, we conducted an oracle learning experiment for
diagnostic purposes. Our oracle-based learning is simply active
learning where the kselect points are those with the highest
values of |ŷ − y|, that is, active learning with an oracle with
perfect knowledge of the true error. In other words, the oracle
knows the worst-performing molecules and feeds them to the
model for training. The results of this experiment are shown in
Figure 7 for the lanthanide task and, for comparison to a model
that behaved as expected, the redox ΔG task.

Figure 3. Validation of PADRE σ̂ as an uncertainty metric. (a) 2D Histogram of prediction error against σ̂ for the unitless redox log P task, with
color indicating bin occupancy counts. (b) 2D Histogram of the rank of prediction error against the rank of σ̂ for the redox log P task, with color
indicating bin occupancy counts. (c) Associated Spearman’s correlation coefficient ρ for all tasks. The color in (c) is merely stylistic. Each plot is
given using ntrain = 200.

Figure 4. PADRE-RF MAE confidence curves for all tasks at ntrain =
200, 0-1 rescaled and averaged over ncv = 100. Error bands are
empirical SEM.

Figure 5. Confidence curves on the test data points in the redox
dataset. Janet2020STNN corresponds to values for the single-task NN
reported in ref 1. The curves for RF and PADRE-RF were generated
using the exact data and data splitting description described in ref 1
and averaged over ncv = 100 random splits (error bands are 68%
bootstrap CI). The curves across methods are similar for ΔG. On log
P, despite beginning with higher prediction error, PADRE-RF shows a
much larger decrease compared to the relatively constant curve of the
NN method.
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For redox ΔG, the oracle learning is well behaved and
performs even better than active learning, as one would expect.
However, for the lanthanide dataset, the oracle-based learning
scheme actually increases in error over the first few selection

generations. This implies that selection of poorly performing
search space molecules did not help but actually hurt the
model generalization. There are several possible explanations.
Tentatively, these points could be noisy or mislabeled. The
lanthanide dataset was constructed from experimental data
collected from a vast variety of sources in the literature. It is
quite possible that a small percentage of these points are
mislabeled. They could also be in some regard strong outliers
in feature space, so that learning to these points does not help
the model generalize to new molecules. Finally, these points
could also be somehow harder to learn for the RF. Each of
these possibilities, or a combination thereof, could explain (1)
why these points have high error and (2) why training on them
hurts generalization performance, regardless of whether
PADRE-RF or RF is applied. Regardless of the cause, this
phenomenon points to a larger limitation of uncertainty-driven
active learning: adding molecules with high error to the
training set does not always improve model generalization.
Overall, our experiments show that PADRE-RF-driven active

learning outperforms ordinary RF-driven active learning by
11% (Table 3) averaged across tasks and train sizes. Notably,
in all tasks but the lanthanide dataset, the benefit of using

Figure 6. Learning curves for each task, showing every combination of active/random sampling from the search space and RF and PADRE-RF
regression. Solid lines are means over ncv = 100, error bands are bootstrap 68% confidence intervals.

Figure 7. Learning curves on the search set for the redox ΔG and
lanthanide tasks for both RF and PADRE-RF and for active, random,
and oracle selection. Solid lines are means over ncv = 100 and error
bands are bootstrap 68% confidence intervals. Oracle selection
corresponds to selecting points from the search space with the highest
true prediction error. This leads to consistent and large reductions of
generalization error for the redox ΔG task but an initial increase in
error for the lanthanide task, indicating possible label noise.

Table 3. Model Performance on Search Set with Active-
Learning-Selected Train Setsa

task random learning active learning

Fe-DFT 1.33 1.39
Fe-DFTB 1.06 1.04
lanthanide 1.07 1.05
redox ΔG 1.03 1.08
redox log P 1.03 1.07
overall 1.10 1.12

aResults show the ratios in the MAE of RF predictions to PADRE-RF
predictions on the search set in active and random learning contexts
for ntrain = 200 averaged (geometrically) over ncv = 100 splits.
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PADRE appears to grow as ntrain increases past 100, as can be
seen in Figure 8. A more detailed comparison of performance
metrics across model types and selection strategies is shown in
Figures S5−S7.

■ DISCUSSION
Overall, the above experiments indicate that the PADRE
reformulation is useful for reducing model error constructing
an uncertainty metric. We have focused on one-to-one
comparisons with a base RF on both new and established
datasets. There are many other factors that could be
introduced and analyzed in pursuit of best performance.
PADRE itself could be generalized with several hyper-

parameters. First, the particular pairwise featurization (eq 2) is
simple and effective but is not the only possible choice. For
example, a direct product of features could be used, although
this would square the number of features. Simply using the
differences between pairs of feature vectors xi − xj is possible,
but we note that using this alone would assume that features
that are common to any two data points are irrelevant to
predicting their difference. In data where this is the case, a
linear model may suffice. PADRE need not rely on fixed length
feature vectors and could be implemented in a message-passing
or graph-convolutional NN, allowing it to benefit from the
notable performance gains in these areas (e.g., refs 69 and 70).
However, in this case, care should be taken to consider the
drawbacks of pairwise separable models as discussed in the
following paragraphs. Second, in treating very large datasets,
one might not pair every training example together, but rather
pair each example with a fixed number of other examples which
can be chosen randomly or according to a scheme intended to
identify the pairs most useful for prediction. The uncertainty
metric itself need not be constructed from the variance of
predictions: another possibility is to use the inter-quartile
range along with the median as a predictor. In early tests, we
tried this but did not find any significance difference in
comparison with the mean and variance approach.

When constructing a PADRE model, it may be important to
avoid pairwise separability of predictions for a few reasons.
Formally, we study the structure of a separable pairwise model
f that can be written as

Δ = = − = ̂ − ̂̂y f g g y yx x x x( , ) ( ) ( )ij i j i j i j (12)

Models with this property include linear regression with the
pairwise featurization presented in eq 2 and two-legged NNs
such as the network presented in ref 37. Pairwise separability
undercuts the utility of the pairwise uncertainty metric defined
in eq 10 and prevents the model from fully exploiting pairwise
information to improve prediction. To see this clearly, first
consider the overall prediction μ̂u for an unseen data point xu.
With i as an index of a training set of size n, from eq 7, we have

∑μ ̂ = [ + ]x x
n

f y
1

( , )u
i

u i i
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∑= [ − + ]x x
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1

( ) ( )
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∑= − [ − ]x xg
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g y( )
1

( )u
i

i i
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We see that the central model predictions μ̂ do not leverage
pairwise information but rather use g to predict ŷu and then the
procedure adds a learned offset from the training data which
corrects for the shift of g compared to the training data. We
can define this offset as b = 1/n∑i[g(xi) − yi] and write μu =
g(xu) − b. The value of g(x) is corrected by b such that the
average of μ̂ is equal to the average of y over the training set.
Further examining the property of a separable model on σ̂
reveals another important structure. Taking a few simple steps
from the definition of σ̂u in eq 10 and invoking separability
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we see that when f is separable, σ̂u is a constant determined by
the training set and thus cannot be used to measure model
uncertainty on unseen data points. Furthermore, the pairwise
version of a mean squared error loss, p

∑= [ − − ]x x
n

f y y
1

( , ) ( )p
ij

i j i j2
2

(19)

can be rewritten for a separable model as

∑ μ= [ ̂ − ]
n

y
2

p
i

i i
2

(20)

which demonstrates that for a separable model, the mean
squared error loss is also separable, ultimately implying that it
can be written into a mean squared loss which acts only on
single data items. In other words, for a separable model, the
pairwise mean squared error loss is equivalent to a mean
squared error loss that disregards the average value of g(x)
predictions on the training set, and this average is restored

Figure 8. Search set MAE ratio for RF/PADRE-RF by task and ntrain.
Ratios were computed within each MC-CV split. Solid lines indicate
the geometric mean of these ratios and error bands represent
bootstrap 68% confidence intervals.
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using the constant b after training. We provide a proof for eq
20 in the Supporting Information. From eq 20, we conclude
that any effect of PADRE for separable models can only be
attributed to the dynamics of learning or the inability to find a
global minimum in the loss function. In this regard, it is
reasonable to conjecture that the effects may be similar to
batch normalization in deep learning;71 this loss dynamically
accounts for shifts of mean prediction during training. Batch
normalization was shown to improve network training and in
some cases dramatically.
Further work can be conducted to evaluate PADRE in the

context of molecular search. The method examined in our
experiments, active learning, is an extreme example of the
exploration−exploitation tradeoff, which favors only explora-
tion. Bayesian optimization72 represents a general way of
combining prediction and uncertainty information to drive the
search procedure toward systems which exhibit a specific target
property valueoften the minimum or maximum of a
property of interest. This method is widely employed in
chemistry73−76 and we hope to employ PADRE in a similar
fashion to optimize chemical properties in future work.
Another aspect of automated search is the parallel selection
of new data; in some cases, selecting the points of highest
uncertainty simultaneously results in the selection of highly
correlated structures.77 A remedy is to examine the covariance
of possible selections. Sets of points with a high covariance
may represent more diverse choices for active learning or
Bayesian optimization. Such a model covariance can be
produced in PADRE using the empirical distribution of
predictions, eq 6. This could compliment other available
techniques.11,19,72

We have also not fully explained why PADRE improves
prediction performance. Although we hypothesize that the
performance boost is due to a combination of systematic error
cancellation and data augmentation, it is possible that one of
these factors contributes more than the other or that other
unconsidered factors are involved.
The main limitation of PADRE as described in this work is

that it increases the expense of training, both in terms of
memory and time constraints, because it transforms a
regression problem on an n × m feature matrix into a
regression problem on an n2 × 3 m feature matrix. It may be
possible to address this limitation by sub-sampling from the set
of all possible pairs. PADRE also incurs the cost of the storage
of the training features and targets with the model, although
similar costs are faced by other popular methods such as
Gaussian processes and kernel ridge regression which also
store training points. It is possible to only store a subsample of
the training data, and there may exist subsets of the training
data analagous to support vectors that give an optimal PADRE
predictor.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we introduced a reformulation of a regression
problem into the problem of predicting pairwise differences
between data points, which we term PADRE. It can be simply
and cleanly described with a few equations. It is a meta-
algorithm that builds upon a base learning algorithm, which we
have explored using the RF model.
Through five regression tasks on four datasets, we have

demonstrated that PADRE improves model performance. We
then showed that PADRE has a natural dispersion σ̂ that is
effective as a metric for uncertainty; points with a large

dispersion are more likely to have large error, as quantified
through Spearman’s rank−rank coefficient and confidence
curves. In a head-to-head comparison with a state-of-the-art
NN method for uncertainty quantification,1 a PADRE RF
performs comparably. Having demonstrated this, we applied
PADRE for active learning and conclude that the uncertainty
metric tends to select points that improve model performance.
Overall, our results show that PADRE is useful for ML
problems involving chemical search. We are hopeful that it will
be useful for the Bayesian property optimization for molecules
and materials. PADRE may be more broadly useful in solving
arbitrary ML problems where training data is limited or where
uncertainty quantification is valuable.
In our discussion, we mentioned many variations that are

possible and could be applied in future work and discussed
scaling considerations and their possible solutions. We also
identified the class of separable pairwise models, for which the
PADRE uncertainty quantification would not be effective. In
terms of future applications, an important area for ML in
chemistry is chemical search, in particular Bayesian optimiza-
tion through the combinatoric space of feasible chemical
compounds for a given application.
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